
The Body Farm by Patricia Cornwell 

The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 

specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 

forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with 

some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 

We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 

In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 

to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 

us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 

focus for communication. 

Our bookclub comprises both microbiologists and members of the general public. 

We felt that this would encourage some discussion on the science – accuracy, 

impact etc – as well as about the book.   

The Body Farm is the fifth book about Kay Scarpetta, written by Patricia Cornwell in 

1994. Although any role of microorganisms (the usual focus of the bookclub) in the 

novel is miniscule or absent, it was nevertheless chosen for the Bad Bugs Bookclub 

as a focus for the 2010 Manchester Science Festival. The festival included several 

sessions on forensic science. The Manchester Literary Festival ran almost 

concurrently, and there were several discussions/reading regarding thrillers/murder 

fiction. The bookclub meeting included the screening of a documentary (2000) 

entitled Body Detectives, which described the ‘Body Farm’ in Knoxville Tennessee, 

where bodies are deliberately left to decompose under varying conditions in order to 

help identify modes of death. Stephen Fry, in his documentary series (xxx) also 

presented an episode from the Body Farm. 

Meeting report 

Regular bookclub members were joined by some members of the public with interest 

in forensic science. The screening of the film prior to discussion about the book 

complemented the subject of the novel very well, illustrating some of the activities 

taking place at different locations within the Body Farm. Patricia Cornwell is 

interviewed during the programme. There had been prior warning that the film would 

contain some potentially disturbing images. It was strange – more intimate - to see 

real corpses, and skeletons of named individuals, in comparison to the remains 

usually seen on television in archaeology programmes. 

There was some disappointment that the novel itself only uses the Body Farm 

towards its end. A body is found with an unusual mark on its posterior, which the 
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Body Farm proved to be from a coin. This information helped identify the place 

where the body had been stored – although as the plot develops, the role of this 

evidence appears to be rather insignificant, since other evidence is rather more 

significant. Scarpetta has already found a likely location. Indeed, some members of 

the bookclub felt that the police were rather remiss in not investigating that particular 

location routinely (although the killer had a range of distraction techniques in that 

context). 

Previously, we had read another Scarpetta novel, which was written subsequently, 

and in which several of the key characters had developed. Problems with reading 

books from a series out of sequence might arise – but this did not seem to be much 

of a problem amongst our group, who either liked, or did not like, the characters, plot 

and writing style (opinions did not change between the books). Nevertheless, the 

novel might appear incomplete for readers who only dip into the series. A previous 

serial killer, described in other novels, is initially suspected of the crime. The plot is 

very focused on the characters – Scarpetta’s niece Lucy, who is framed and accused 

of penetrating the FBI database (by fingerprint recognition that is copied), and 

Marino, the police chief who gets very involved with the manipulative murderer.  

Some of the technology is a little dated, as for the previous bookclub Cornwell novel. 

The development of CAIN, and implications of surveillance etc, is still current. 

Identification of individuals by iris, earprint, and microbiome (of individual fingers 

related to use of particular keyboard keys) were noted in our discussions. We are 

also familiar with forensic technology and databases via the many current and 

popular television series (CSI etc) – even though they may occasionally oversimplify 

the time and effort taken to bring criminals to justice, and imply that a handful of 

individuals solve crimes from beginning to end. There was some doubt about 

differentiating real from reverse fingerprints which we were unable to resolve. 

The relationship of real forensics to fictional forensics was considered, and its impact 

on applications to University courses. There was some discussion regarding the 

many courses and fewer careers in forensic science, popularity of such courses, the 

likelihood of embarking on a career in the area, and potential misconceptions as to 

what the job might entail. Alternatively, a degree could be used to indicate education 

to a particular level (as for humanities subjects which are not orientated to a 

particular profession). 

The importance of the Body Farm in forensic science was clear from the film. In the 

novel, p 316, Scarpetta refers to its founder, Dr Thomas Katz, and Dr Shade (!), a 

member of staff. Actually Bill Bass is the founder. He, along with a colleague Jon 

Jefferson, has written several novels under the name of Jefferson Bass specifically 

focusing on the Body Farm – perhaps more valuable than this one in terms of the 

focus of the bookclub topic. We wondered whether there were similar establishments 

in the UK or Europe. 



In terms of microbiology education, there was very little substance in the novel, apart 

from their obvious role in deterioration of the body. Mention is made of a mould that 

grows across the body (xxx), but unusually for Cornwell, scant scientific information 

is provided to supplement the observation. The television programme proved more 

relevant, with focus on sampling corpses for internal degradation, by bacteria, using 

volatile markers for indication of time of death. Degradation from the environment, by 

fungi/moulds was used to relate temperature of storage of the corpse to mould 

growth. One of the experts interviewed in the programme, Arpad Vass, wrote an 

article on deterioration of human corpses in the Society for General Microbiology 

publication, Microbiology Today (xxx pdf attached). 

For more general science education and discussion, there are several aspects that 

could be further investigated: scientific publications from the Body Farm, discussion 

around more specific forensic novels, ethics, ecology (eg does the material from 

decomposing bodies affect the soil underlying subsequent bodies?) 

Joanna Verran 

 


